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Resource cycles: case study on copper

The Institute of Environmental and
Process Engineering (UMTEC) is divided into four departments: Raw Materials and Process Engineering, Waste and Resource Efficiency, Water and
Wastewater Treatment, and Odor Management. Approximately 20 scientists
and engineers from the fields of mechanical, process, environmental, and
geoscience engineering conduct applied research and innovative projects.

Background
In the near future we are expecting a strong increase in the global demand for natural resources. The reasons are increasing purchasing power in emerging economies, and also a
build-up of long term material stocks in these countries.
This trend will be particularly relevant for metals. The widespread assumption that the
exploding demand for metals can be (at least partially) covered by recycling is wrong, as
recycling can, at best, maintain an existing global metal stock. However, recycling cannot
increase the amount of metals in global stock. Consequently, for the coming decades, metal extraction from ores will be dominant. In contrast, metal recycling will play a minor, but
increasing, role in supplying the world with metals.(Fig. 1 and 2).

At the Department of Raw Materials
and Process Engineering we focus
on the mechanical processing of primary and secondary raw materials.
With our uniquely equipped processing
laboratory we are able to develop innovative processes for the separation of
solid materials and phase separation.
UMTEC is Switzerland’s most well
known university institute active in the
field of waste recycling. We have a solid track record working on projects carried out for industrial partners and environmental institutions. Numerous
patents attest our innovative potential.

Fig.1 The global amount of
copper in stock will increase
immensely in the coming
years. This will drive the price
of copper upwards. As copper
becomes more expensive,
a substitution of copper in
low-tech products by other
materials will take place and
result in a slight decrease in
copper consumption.

Fig. 2: On a global scale
copper stocks will increase,
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mainly due to extraction from
ores. Recycling will only play a
major role once metal stocks
are not only saturated in the
developed world but also in the
developing countries.

Primary Production and Recycling
Centuries of mining have led to a decrease of the «cutoff-grade» (COG), which is the minimum amount of metal necessary for a mining operation to be profitable. With a dwindling
COG, ever higher quantities of ever lower grade ore need to be mined. This will lead to
increasing prices for copper which, in turn, will promote the recycling of copper rich products.

For simplicity, assume that the COG of waste material be the
same as the COG of primary ore. Low-tech products, such as copper rain gutters, consist of 100% metal. At the end of the product
life cycle, and according to their COG, such low-tech products are
either recycled by «market driven» mechanisms (in case the metal
concentration is higher than the ore COG) or they are disposed
of causing cost (in the case the metal concentration in the waste
product is lower than the ore COG). The metal content in many
low-tech products can be substituted with alternative materials –
for example copper gutters can be substituted by gutters made
of plastics. Metals in high-tech products however fulfill a highly
specific function and can therefore not be substituted easily. At
the same time, the metal content of high-tech products is very
low: Consequently, current recycling of most high-tech products,
such as mobile phones, is not «market driven» but «law-driven»
and depends on measures such as advance payment of the
recycling fee.

goods and services is hardly affected by the prices of raw materials used. Consider a mobile phone which contains small amounts
of raw material such as copper and gold. Even if the metal prices
increased manifold, the price of the phone would not increase
significantly. Contrary to a widespread assumption, increasing
metal-prices will not lead to a declining demand for metal bearing
high tech products. In low tech products, the expensive metal will
be substituted by another material as discussed above. Figure 4
illustrates how an increase in raw material prices effects the prices of low-tech products, but not the price of high-tech products.

Fig. 5: Correlation of resources, reserves, cut-off-grade COG, raw material
price and environmental impact.

Environmental relevance of raw material production
One major issue for future metal supply is the strong increase of
low grade ore mining which will entail devastating environmental
consequences. The lower the COG, the higher the price for a
raw material, and the more metal is transferred from the «resource status» to the «reserve status», which is good news for
a sustained global metal supply. Unfortunately, with decreasing
COG, the environmental impact increases, since the necessary
energy, the consumption of chemicals used for extraction, and
the amount of hazardous mining wastes produced, increase with
decreasing grade (Fig.5).
Fig 3: Flow of copper from the geosphere in to the anthroposphere. Dynamics of
copper stock within the anthroposphere through market- and law-driven recycling.

Resource-Price Sensitivity (RPS)
Mining sites with decreasing ore grades result in continuously
rising metal production costs. Consequently the price of the raw
material will increase considerably. However, this will not influence
the price of high-tech products containing these same materials.
The reason for this apparent paradox lies in the low resourceprice-sensitivity (RPS) of our consumer goods. Due to the long
supply chain for most products, the price a consumer pays for

Fig 4: Effect of increasing raw material price on the final product price of high-

Summary and Outlook
In a free market, the «dirtiest» supplier is often the cheapest and
therefore sets the market price. This leads to a downward spiral
having competitors underbidding the market price by offering
even cheaper products – often by producing metals to ever lower
environmental standards. The way out of this spiral is making end
consumers aware of the problem and by establishing environmental and social standards for metals production (equivalent to Max
Havelaar, Fairtrade etc.). The key to this is the low resource-pricesensitivity of our everyday consumer products. If, for example,
the consumer would be ready to spend an additional 1% on top
of the mobile phone price to ensure that environmentally responsibly produced raw materials were used in the product, then the
producer of such an «Eco-Metal» could sell at a higher price. This
perspective is particularly relevant to rare earth elements (Indium,
Neodymium…), that occur in tiny amounts in almost all electronics
devices. Due to their extremely low RPS, substantial increases
in prices could be tolerated to assure their environmentally and
socially responsible production. Our core problem is not a scarcity
of raw materials, but the massive environmental impact of their
production. The (realistic…) solution is not to consume less metals, but to produce metals in a «clean» way! Switzerland is well
positioned to spearhead the labeling of clean metal production.

tech and low-tech products (e.g. rain gutter and mobile phone)
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